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LINC Instructors Questionnaire  
 

RESOURCES:  Question 16.   Do you feel that you have adequate opportunities to acquire additional job knowledge  
related to “high needs” learners on an ongoing basis (e.g. attending seminars, reading job related periodicals,  
consultations with colleagues)?  YES  or  NO. 
 

RESOURCES:  Question 17.   If NO, what kind of support would you like to have from the LINC service provider and / or  
the LINC funder?  
 
Number of questionnaires considered = 200; 11 questionnaires (5.5%) did not answer Questions 16 and 17.  
Total questionnaires that answered "YES" to Question 16 = 72 (72 / 189 = 38%). Of these, 56 also answered Question 17;  
their suggestions for support required are listed below.  
 
Knowledge:  
1. An overview of learning disabilities would be useful. 
2. To direct the learners to counselors. 
3. Individual "high needs" are extremely individual and vary greatly. If someone who has a hearing problem can easily be identified and referred; but someone 
who is a victim of torture is not so easily identified and may not want this disclosed or identified. I am not so trained to recognize or deal with this. 
4. We could do with more guest speakers. 
5. We have many opportunities to access information and courses through our Centre for Skills and Training. 
6. Continue to have P.D. days specific to LINC needs. 
 
Skill:  
1. How to determine an adult who has learning disabilities - one is never sure if it is a language problem or if there might be a learning problem 

2. Update skills for computer. Access to resume changes and requirements. Job possibilities for our learners. How to access information on training resources. 
3. I create my own opportunities 
 
Training: 
1. Workshop? Conference? Topic? 

2. In the past we had many opportunities to attend seminars, courses and P.D. sessions to keep us informed and current such as TESOL 
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4. Guest speakers. Additional training and resources are always welcome. 
5. More seminars specific to LINC needs. Continue to have P.D. days specific to LINC needs.  
6. Seminars on how to deal with "high needs" in the classroom 
 
Resources: 
1. Are there any films on this topic? Any internet sites? 
2. Flip Charts. Picture posters. 
3. Return P.D. funding. TESL Conference. 
4. We need recent videotapes on current issues. Health & Safety. Transportation System. School System. Latest statistics on population. Etc. etc. 
5. Books, handouts, tapes, videos 
6. Audio-visual aids. Videos. Software. Colored Markers. Posters. 
7. Audio-visual aids. Softwares 
8. We could use more books, handouts, videos, tapes, etc. 
9. Books, audio's Videos (good ones!!) 
10. More grammar books like "Side by Side" with CD's and AZAR.  
11. Maintain a flow of resources that are to be supplied I.e. Ontario Reader and class sets of "Canadian Concepts". More accessibility to computers. 
12. Have a variety of resources on hand.  
 

Total questionnaires that answered "NO" to Question 16 = 117 (117 / 189 = 61.9%). Their suggestions for support required are 
listed below. 

 
Knowledge:  
1. More workshop sessions 
2. Actual workshops for determining student interests and placing them accordingly. Information on various issues like ADD 
3. How to identify and assess needs. How to modify the program to help high needs students. 
4. Identifying different high needs from distinct cultures.  
5. Ideas, activities to help students improve mental/learning abilities. More special classes for low to basic literacy students (those illiterate in own language). 
Separate classes for low literacy students, because the students identify themselves as different & other students become frustrated with them. 
6. I'd appreciate a list of community services so that the learners who require referrals could be sent to a person or place that could provide professional help. 
7. How the program can meet the needs of high needs learners. 
8. What is rate & level of progress we expect for such learners? Knowledge of phonics programs, rather that relying on a couple of phonics workbooks. 
9. Statistics on high needs trends. 
10. Maybe encourage and support interested staff member(s) to gain more expertise in this area, who then could be a source of info. For other staff. 
11. How to identify and assess learning disabilities accurately. 
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13. How to identify learning disorders. 
14. Symptoms of learning disabilities and common strategies used. 
15. Methodology. Settlement 
16. Effective ways of teaching these learners 
17. I would like more info on how to identify learning disabilities - as distinct from "no formal education" in home country 
18. Organizations that can help remedy the problems & places to refer these people. 
19. Info/workshops on updated settlement issues 
20. Workshops during LINC P.D. days, or workshops at conferences, opportunities to share experiences with other instructors 
21. More info on how to approach the student. Also, more info on how the high needs student learns and operates 
22. P.D. time is crucial to learn more about this area 
23. Workshops to discuss such needs 
24. Meeting to discuss such needs 
25. More cross-cultural info. 
26. Articles in TESL newsletter 
27. Community support services. Gov't programs. 
28. Some materials on problems, methods, etc would be handy 
29. More literacy level exchange of materials 
30. Opportunities to learn more about learning disabilities 
31. Consulting with same-level colleagues 
32. Knowledge and training on how to recognize high needs learners and how to give them adequate help 
33. Background info on the different challenges students face (e.g. health issues, hunger, etc.) would help us better understand these students 
34. Specific ways to support high need students 
35. Info on how to diagnose high needs would be helpful. Info on common high needs traits and how these affect learning 
36. Methods/strategies for teaching these students 
37. More info on identifying and assisting these learners 
38. We need more knowledge on how to identify these students and how to deal with them more effectively. 
39. How to identify "high needs" and learning disabilities. What are the cultural and gender implications for learning disabilities? 
40. Have guidelines on what is the LINC teacher's job in supporting high needs learners 
41. I'd like advice on how to successfully deal with their needs. 
42. Get info from experts (cognitive psychologists) about the most efficient compensation strategies that an adult can use with specific barriers to language 
acquisition 
43. LINC funder and service provider should provide us with more info about learners who are classified as "high needs" and give us case studies about how 
 these cases were resolved. 
44. I want to know more about these people - from the scientific point of view - and the strategies I could use with them 
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46. To know more about different types of learning disabilities 
47. PD on how best to help high needs students 
48. Info on identifying disabilities and links to those people in the community who can help us. 
49. It's easy to identify high needs learners but it's hard to diagnose the problem and find the most effective methodology, especially with learners who are not 
progressing in some of the 4 core skills. 
50. How to deal with behavioral issues. Identify and meet the needs of these learners. 
51. How to deal with behavioral issues. 
52. To know more about how students are assessed. 
53. Be able to identify a high needs learner accurately - by a qualified person or a properly trained teacher 
54. The tools to determine if someone has a learning disability. How to approach students who may be illiterate in their first language  or have a learning  
disability (and may try to deny it) 
55. A conceptual framework to understand how different high needs are interdependent and how that impacts learning.  
 
Skill:  
1. More computer skills 
2. Assessing student interests and needs. 
3. Teaching strategies to deal with such learners. 
4. Bridging the differences. Reaching for a balance. 
5. Teaching strategies for high needs students. 
6. How to promote math skills with illiterate or semi-literate adults. How to teach listening skills to this same group using tapes & TV rather than teacher's voice.  
How to encourage group work when a student lacks the social skills to join group. 
7. How to handle high needs students who are disruptive in class.  
8. Improving interpersonal rapport/skill with high needs students. 
9. To implement the class with high needs and to evaluate students needs and progress. 
10. Teaching students to be better learners. 
11. How to better incorporate learners with mental & emotional disorders into the class 
12. Identifying and catering to different learning styles 
13. To get our Prep Time back as it cuts into our personal time to have plans and materials ready for class 
14. Ways of handling such needs 
15. Strategies for dealing with such needs 
16. Counseling. Identifying learning disabilities. 
17. How to identify leaning disabilities.  
18. Workshops on high needs students would provide teachers with a base to work from. 
19. Better understanding of disabilities, counseling techniques 
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21. Skills to assess/diagnose high needs; how to accommodate these learners 
22. Identifying different learning styles 
23. Being able to help the high needs learners while teaching & maintaining the interest of the remaining students in a class of 20+ students & mixed levels 
24. I'd like my skill base to include the accurate discernment of barriers to language acquisition and the most effective ways to deal with these barriers. 
25. I'd like to get to know more about non-academic style of teaching 
26. To be able to help students who struggle with their oral comprehension - which usually lags behind their reading and speaking skills 
27. I used to go to workshops at Settlement Services on a variety of topics (e.g. settlement issues, taxes, sexual abuse, trauma, torture, etc) to learn how there  
affect our students. These helped me greatly to be more sensitive. I believe I'm a better teacher for it. These are no longer available. Where are new teachers  
getting this info? 
28. Deal with behavioral issues. 
29. Hands-on experience from social workers in the field 
30. Classroom management skills. Skills to deal with students from physically disabled backgrounds & victims of trauma & torture, depressed individuals 
31. Hands-on workshops instead of theory 
32. Offer special needs LINC/ESL classes, and have skilled professionals to teach them 
33. Specific strategies to address the needs of high needs learners in a multi-level, continuous intake environment. "Signposts to Success” to attain/maintain  
self-esteem without the stigma of labeling. 
 
Training: 
1. Reverse the funding cut backs for training, etc. 
2. Reinstate funding assistance for the annual TESL Ontario conference. LINC instructors must be "certified" by TESL Ontario. Part of the certification renewal 
process is P.D. CIC requires certain standards for their LINC instructors but is not willing to assist them in maintaining those standards. Local P.D. is inadequate  
(i.e. number of hours) to fulfill this requirement. 
3. Identifying "high needs" students 
4. Instructors need to have more opportunities for their P.D. Going to workshops and conferences is very important. 
5. I would like to learn activities specifically geared to the teaching of seniors. 
6. Workshops to meet the needs of high needs learners 
7. P.D. on difficulties AND needs, according to the cultures. 
8. Appropriate workshops & seminars. 
9. More seminars taking place in the evening or weekends so I can attend. We don't all have the luxury of taking time off class. 
10. Guidance from reading specialist. Workshops with other LINC instructors of LINC 1/2 
11. Seminars & workshops on creating classroom materials for high needs students. 
12. Seminars on high needs students 
13. Workshop or PD on dyslexia or high needs teaching 
14. Targeted workshops. Training in special education. ESL conferences 
15, Literacy workshop (don't know of any specific ones). 
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17. Identifying "high needs". Motivating "high needs" learners. 
18. Workshops to update the skills and knowledge to cater to high needs. 
19. Subject matter experts as guest speakers. 
20. Funding P.D. days (to match the school boards) 
21. Workshops with people in the field - age related, not just someone who works with young children. 
22. Seminars. Workshops 
23. Workshops on updated settlement issues. P.D. training 
24. Workshops on dealing with high needs learners 
25. Because of funding cuts we are no longer able to attend TESL conference. Fund attendance at TESL conference & workshops. On-site training opportunities. 
26. In identification of the disability 
27. More P.D days 
28. Related training to cater to students with special needs 
29. Give opportunities to attend workshops for P.D. 
30. Prep. Time is essential to allow us to properly assist all learners 
31. We should have an adequate number of hours allocated for P.D. so that we can attend appropriate workshops, seminars and TESL conferences 
32. Need more training to identify students with high needs. In-service. 
33. Workshops at conferences / LINC P.D. days 
34. Any P.D. 
35. A workshop on high needs would be beneficial 
36. An opportunity to meet with fellow LINC Literacy/LINC level 1 teachers for in-depth discussion with "literacy expert". Conferences. 
37. How to identify high needs learners 
38. More assessment training 
39. More workshops on how to incorporate these students into a multi-level class 
40. No paid P.D. Very limited opportunities & overall very detrimental to the LINC program and its learners. 
41. P.D. to provide training in: identifying, managing, integrating and teaching "high needs" learners 
42. PD to give opportunity to learn how to uses resources for high needs students 
43. Workshops 
44. A  P.D. day geared specifically to this subject 
45. LINC no longer offers PD days or any professional development. This does not help us provide better education to "high needs" learners 
46. LINC & CIC cut all funding for seminars, PD days, and conferences for its teachers. 
47. I have no literacy training, but would gladly welcome this. 
48. Offer more specific, on-site workshops, at LINC centres 
49. More P.D. workshops, seminars to make us aware of the changing needs 
50. Offer professional courses 
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52. We definitely need more PD days funded by LINC to help us deal with these students 
53. Training on how to identify learning disabilities. Strategies to help these students succeed and progress. 
54. Need funding and ability to attend TESL conferences, especially for teachers in remote areas and in smaller programs who cannot exchange ideas  
and network about this issue. We feel very isolated from the TESL community here in the North and feel more support should be given to us for this reason. 
55. Funding for any kind of training, including workshops, has been drastically cut. Extra training - for high needs - should be provided and supported by LINC,  
and teachers should be compensated for this. Teachers are now often expected to donate both their time and often money to take courses to gain the  
knowledge they need. 
56. Financial support to attend seminars and conferences would be welcome. 
57. Training to recognize and help students with high needs would be helpful 
58. To attend a workshop or observe a class where those high needs are addressed 
59. Some training from a speech-language pathologist if the student has impaired hearing 
60. A training seminar to give teachers tips and ideas and methods to deal with these learners with high needs 
61. I want more training of any kind that will help me to work more effectively with this type of student 
62. PD workshops, specifically related to literacy and other high needs students 
63. Return LINC-funded P.D., free for teachers, on topics such as high needs. Return the Prep Time we used to get so that we are more willing and able  
to address this need. 
64. In-service on the techniques 
65. Cultural issues to help deal with problems arising from cultural factors.  
66. Incorporate PD days within all LINC centres. 
67. Invite professional & experienced guest speakers to the LINC centres 
68. More hands-on workshops. Qualified LINC coordinators who can show teachers how to implement new teaching techniques when teaching jobs and job 
descriptions are changed. 
69. Reinstate funding for TESL Ontario conference.  
70. PD days restricted. More PD funding 
71. Provide seminars, workshops, conferences to educate LINC teachers on the following topics: Physical Disabilities, Depression, Domestic Abuse, etc. 
72. A PD day set aside to discuss ways to address high needs students 
73. Special training for high/special needs. 
74. Training on how to integrate the learner with high needs into the regular LINC classroom if no "special' class is available. Students may feel discouraged  
if they feel they are not progressing. 
75. Multi-factoral evaluation and assessment tools based, for example, on Strategies-Based Instruction (SBI) and Strategy Inventory for Language Learning  
(SILL) that are tailored specifically to the high needs learner 
76. After training, have teach-the-teacher training to share the info. 
 
Resources: 
1. More childminding spots. More transportation. More LINC seats. More books, supplies & infrastructure, i.e. buildings 
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3. Better furniture for people  
4. Give prep time: it should be at least 30 minutes for a 3.5 hour class. 
5. Field Trip allowance has been reduced thus limiting students' exposure to necessary community services/resources. 
6. Transportation allowance has been reduces, which results in missed learning opportunities for many newcomers. 
7. More workbooks are necessary, especially for low levels. More videos introducing canadian culture to newcomers. Computer technical support should  
be more available. 
8. Recommended videos, books, websites regarding high needs learners 
9. Speakers, videos, tapes: live-situations 
10. Books, activities geared to slower learning student. 
11. Audio-visuals, books, websites. 
12. Counselors sensitive to literacy students I.e. who can help them adapt to life here. Money for Field Trips to put English into real-life situations. Contacts  
for job possibilities for high needs students. 
13. Handouts, pamphlets which could be given out to teachers & students on specific problems, e.g. How to know when you are experiencing the effects of  
culture shock. 
14. A book with themes centred around activities and surveys to assess and support high needs students. 
15. Further research into selecting materials for high needs students. 
16. Workbook sets. CD's 
17. Extended time for planning and research 
18. Multi-media resources 
19. Toronto Catholic School Board "literacy curriculum" 
20. Teaching resources. Evaluation resources. Referral resources. Audio-visual aids. 
21. Various teaching materials, audio-visual aids, computer softwares, and evaluation tools. 
22. Computer-assisted learning could be made readily available. We do have a lab, but there is no funding for maintenance/updating.  
23. More visual aids. A library of simple picture stories. 
24. A centre to identify students with special learning disabilities and programs to assist them 
25. Books, especially for LINC classes 
26. Cleo brochures. Other specialized pamphlets. 
27. Books, charts, video and audio systems 
28. More money to buy materials for students and arrange Field Trips to introduce learners to experience Canadian traditional festivals & events 
29. An easy-to-use guide of social services and agencies cross-referenced with common issues. 
30. Leaflets and books dealing with such needs 
31. More testing materials 
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32. There is a need for trained specialists, e.g. trauma counselor, speech pathologist. Such a specialist could be called in to assess a high needs  
learner that an instructor ha identified and then give the instructor info as to pertinent activities that are remedial. It is very frustrating to be unable to help  
someone whose "need" is not within my expertise and training. 
33. More "real" info, e.g. samples of gov't pamphlets, etc. 
34. Websites, books 
35. Smaller classes so I have time to do what I know I can do to help. 
36. I need more time to prepare and deal with these issues on a daily basis. LINC doesn't give any more than the base amount of time to do the basic parts  
of the job. 
37. Any appropriate resources dealing with the issues 
38. A computer for each student and more software - to enable each student to be on the internet 
39. Class sets of books: picture dictionaries, practice exercises for printing 
40. More money for transportation - bus tickets. Also childcare. Money for Field Trips. This would help students greatly. 
41. Someone at the Assessment Centre should be trained in learning disabilities. 
42. More resources specifically for "high needs" learners. Resources that they can use on their own - perhaps an actual workbook. 
43. Assessment tools 
44. Volunteers / teaching assistants to work with these students 
45. Separate classes for these learners 
46. Any resources - books, audio and video tapes, CD's - would be greatly welcomed 
47. Any resources addressing these high needs learners are welcome 
48. Any resources on this subject. We currently have NOTHING 
49. Access to new/latest versions of resources like textbooks, audio visuals and audio 
50. A photocopy budget allowing for creation of sets of cards, writing handouts. Personal exercises or handbooks for students. 
51. Books geared to high needs students 

52. Websites that may contain info, or may assist us in dealing with these learners. Brochures & books that deal with issues faced by these types of learners. 
53.Pamphlets & books that deal with everyday-type issues faced by Level1/2. 
54. Tools for assessing learning disabilities to use in class. Tools to assist these students in class. Are there community resources (in Hamilton and smaller  
centres) to support these students in and out of class? 
55. More books and/or media dealing with this topic 
56. Materials specifically geared to low-literacy learners would be useful. 
57. I'd like access to periodicals related to high needs learners to learn more about different approaches to specific needs. 
58. Like to see more cooperation with community services, especially the London Disabilities Association. 
59. More articles that deal with high needs learners would help and improve out teaching strategies. 
60. More textbooks and articles on using VERY SIMPLE techniques, assignments that can be used to teach them 
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61. More audio & video tapes about everyday life situations                                                                                                                                        
62. Workbooks and software related to literacy issues such as phonics and study skills. These resources need to be broken down and paced at a low  
enough level for learners with high needs 
63. More resources specifically targeted to high needs students (I.e. seniors) 
64. More money to have specific literacy and seniors classes 
65. Experienced teachers know what's out there and what they want and how to get it. New teachers don't. 
66. Need more info about services in the community. Need closer cooperation with settlement workers so we can better help our learners. 
67. Access to qualified testers of high needs students 
68. Specialized materials.  
69. Mini-libraries within each LINC centre, circulating up to date ESL articles. 
70. More money for resources: equal to other service providers. Computer-friendly activities. 
71. More tapes, videos, computer CD's 
72. Textbooks, working computers  
72. A fully-funded educational psychologist specializing in ESL high needs.  
73. Resources to identify high needs, learning disabilities, strss, trauma 
74. High needs curriculum leaders to help teachers adapt their planning and evaluation to the high needs learner 
75. A High Needs-based curriculum. 
76. A check-list of behaviours for learning disabilities 
77. Starting in April 2006, CIC will no longer provide money for transportation for Field Trips. This is another big step back. 
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